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If We Could Get Over Whiteness and Blackness
Carolyn LaDelle Bennett
University of Maine at Orono
“This session explores some contemporary theories of whiteness and blackness,
describes how these concepts act out in the university, and provides personal
examples experienced by the presenter.”
If it were not for whiteness and blackness, everything would be OK. We wouldn't
be talking about problems surrounding "people of color in predominantly white
institutions" if there were not this constant consciousness, this acting out of something
known as "whiteness" and something else known as "blackness. "
Slights, oversights and fights come with the territory of working in academia in
America, and probably anywhere in the world. Academics from coast to coast know, feed
on and fear departmental cliques, turf wars, disciplinary protectiveness, perks for pets,
gossip and pettiness; information withholding, stonewalling and dissembling about any
number of things: procedures, committee assignments, pandering publishers, priority
among teaching, research and service; making friends and making enemies, practitioners
versus theorists versus theorists versus practitioners, bad news phone calls at home without the "good news" part; rudeness under fire: "just do it" - without the "please will
you" part; tenured professorial pouts when colleagues, especially "junior" faculty
colleagues, raise objections or disagree. All of this is par for the course in the civilized
milieu of higher learning. But in a climate of color consciousness (especially in a Mecca
of feigned liberalism acting as if it is not color conscious) matters are made worse.
In the American predominantly white institution with minority people of color,
racialists (people obsessively conscious of race whom some call racists), black and white,
look at the same politics cited above but look no further for reasons, at least at first, than
racialist motives. It comes down to whiteness and blackness. And without the attitudes
that constitute what has been defined as whiteness and blackness (most white people
know what blackness is, or they think they do, and most black people know what
whiteness is, or they think they do) - there would be no problems rising to the need for an
annual summit on people of color in predominantly white institutions.
My paper examines some contemporary theories of whiteness and some
contemporary theories of blackness. It describes how these concepts act out in the
university (as in larger society) and details some personal examples of my first year at the
University of Maine - crying until I laughed over: they "Did you know we are white?"
interviews, the on the job condescension and paternalism, and the professional panderingto-students-who-insult-by-permission-of-powers-hat-be syndrome, and the constant
commands to: "turn into us while keeping your self the self that we want you to be," and
"stay here (we have a retention problem, you know) - while we politely make your life
miserable. If you let us, of course, by failing to talk back and act on your own behalf.
The final section of my paper looks to personal and professional experience and
contemporary literature and to offer some ways of overcoming challenges confronted by
the annual conference. It poses as one solution a rise in standards to correct bad
behavior—whether or not the behavior can be proved to be racially motivated.
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